We investigated Bi thin film growth on Ge(111) by using low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). In the submonolayer regime, adsorbed Bi atoms form patches of the (2 × 1) structure. However, the structure does not grow to a long-range order. Following the formation of a (1 × 1) monolayer (ML) film, two-dimensional (110)-orientated Bi islands grow. The film orientation changes from (110) to (111) at 6-10 ML. The (110)-oriented Bi film shows a sixdomain LEED pattern with missing spots, associated with a glide-line symmetry.
Introduction
Surfaces and thin films of bismuth have gained much interest in recent years. In contrast to semimetallic bulk Bi, the low-index surfaces of Bi, such as Bi(111), Bi(110) and Bi(001), are well metallic. [1, 2] Here the Miller indices are given according to the rhombohedral lattice notation. The surface electronic structure of Bi is characterized by large spin splitting of surface states (several hundreds of meV) due to the spin-orbit coupling associated with the inversion asymmetry at surfaces. This type of spin splitting in two-dimensional electron systems is called the Rashba effect. [3] The extent of the observed spin splitting is much larger than that expected by a model for the two dimensional free electrons, where the magnitude of out-of-plane potential gradient dominates the splitting energy. The heavy core potential must also be taken into account such large spin splitting in the valence-band region. The Bi thin films on various substrates are interesting for the study of the Rashba-type spin splitting, because they have two different film/vacuum and film/substrate interfaces.
The growth and electronic structure of Bi thin films on Si(111)-(7 × 7) have been extensively investigated. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Thin films on (7×7) with the first wetting layer shows a phase transformation at a critical thickness of 5−6 monolayers. [4] At the first stage, the Bi(110)-like film with a black-phosphorus-like structure grows with randomly-distributed in-plane orientations. When the thickness exceeds ∼6 ML, the out-of-plane orientation changes from (110) to(111) accompanying internal structure change to that of bulk Bi. The single-crystalline Bi(111) film grows epitaxially in the layer-by-layer mode. The electronic structure of the Bi(111) film shows the large Rashba-type spin splitting at metallic surface bands nearΓ, as observed for the Bi(111) surface. [8, 10, 12] On the other hand, fromΓ toM , the band character changes to quantum-well states with the wavefunction spread over the film. The quantum-well states are not spin-polarized, but the splitting remains due to the equivalent interference at the surface and interface. This is confirmed by the band calculation with the freestanding (111) film. This result indicates a fairly weak electronic coupling at the interface of Bi and the Si substrate. A similar thin film growth is also observed on a different substrate of Bi/Si(111)-(
• . [9] Unlike the growth on Si(111)-(7 × 7), the wetting layer is not formed. It is suggested that the internal structure of the Bi(110)-like film is not close to black phosphorus but to bulk Bi. Beside, the in-plane orientation of the Bi(110)-like film is closely related to that of Si(111). Above a critical thickness of ∼10 ML, the growth of the polycrystalline Bi(111) film was observed.
While Ge is semiconducting as Si, the bulk band gap of Ge (0.7 eV) is smaller than that of Si (1.1 eV). Therefore the stronger interaction is expected between the Bi thin film and the Ge substrate. In this work, we studied the growth of Bi thin films on Ge(111) by using low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). In the submonolayer regime, we find a Bi-induced superstructure with a (2 × 1) periodicity. The structure does not grow to a long-range-ordered structure, and a (1 × 1) phase is formed at 1 by the bilayer of (111) atomic planes. [14] 3 Results and discussion The major part of the surface is still covered with the c(2 × 8) structure.
Bi-induced features are seen as bright protrusions. While a single protrusion is rare (absent in Fig. 3(a) ), dimers and tetramers are often found. Because the atomic radius (1.6Å) of Bi is much larger than that (1.25Å) of Ge, we postulate that the protrusions are adsorbed Bi atoms. The apparent height difference between the protrusions and Ge adatoms are only 0.85 ± 0.10Å. Therefore, it seems that Ge adatoms of the c(2 × 8) structure are replaced with Bi atoms.
With increasing coverage, the clusters grow to two-dimensional islands, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Each island grows separately and the remaining area is still covered with Ge adatoms. On these islands, weak stripe features are observed.
The corrugation amplitude perpendicular to the stripes is at most 0.1Å. The distance of 7Å between the stripes corresponds to ×2 periodicity along 〈110〉
on Ge(111). The LEED pattern near this coverage shows half-order spots as shown in Fig. 2(b) , while the spots must also have some contribution of the remnant c(2 × 8) structure.
The observed stripe feature seems to resemble the STM image of the Sb/Ge(111)-(2 × 1) structure. [15] The coverage of the (2 × 1) structure is suggested to be 1 ML. It is suggested that Sb atoms reside near atop sites of the bulk-truncated Ge(111) surface and form the zigzag (Seiwatz) chains, where the neighboring Sb rows approach toward one another. For Bi/Ge(111), however, because Bi has a covalent radius larger than Sb, the tendency toward the formation of the Seiwatz chains is weakened compared to the case of Sb. Indeed, the half-order LEED spots become weak above 0.5 ML, and a new (1 × 1) phase is formed at 1 ML. The observed (1 × 1) LEED pattern is sharp and well contrasted as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
With increasing coverage above 1 ML, the background intensity around the (00) LEED spot gradually becomes high. When the coverage reaches 2 ML, new spots appear. spots . The intensity of these spots is maximized at around 6 ML. The zigzag-chain feature is consistent with the nearest-neighbor atomic rows in the (110) plane of bulk Bi ( Fig. 1(b) ). Two atoms in a Bi(110) unit cell have a small height difference of 0.14Å in bulk and 0.18Å on the surface. [ 
16] Lower
Bi atoms are probably located on the darker corners of the zigzag chains.
We now review the LEED pattern of Fig. 2(c) on the basis of the STM observation. The distance of 1.31Å −1 between the inner spots and (00) spot corresponds to 4.78Å for a rectangular lattice. This length is in good agreement with the longer lattice constant on Bi(110). We suggest a schematic On the other hand, we found that the LEED pattern from Bi(110)-like islands slightly depends on the condition of the sample preparation. (111) film, which appears at higher coverages in the case of the room temperature deposition, are also found. These spots are broad and background intensity is high, compared to the LEED pattern of Fig. 2(e) . It is expected that annealing during the deposition promotes the growth of higher islands with a smaller lateral dimension. The island shape may be related to the atomic structure and the order on the island top.
Comparing the Bi(110)-like film on Ge(111) with that on Si(111)-(7 × 7), [4, 7] we found that the LEED patterns are quite different. For the Bi(110)-like film on the 7 × 7 surface, the ring pattern is observed, due to the random distri- , such a commensurability seems to be no longer strict.
Summary
We have studied the growth of Bi thin films on the Ge(111) surface up to 14 ML. The (2 × 1) structure was found below 1 ML and does not grow to a long-range-ordered phase. For multilayer Bi films, the out-of-plane orientation change from (110) to (111) is stronger than that on Bi/Si(111).
